
Eastern Health Authority discovers the 
easiest way to display documents from 
Content Manager to their website

Case Study: Eastern Health Authority
FYB CM2WebShare

Ability to quickly and easily display documents from their EDRMS, 
Content Manager to their website

Ability to easily sort a wide variety of documents into categories 
for display on their website 

Website pages remain clean and un-cluttered whilst still providing 
easy access to all the necessary documents

Immediate access to the most up to date version of the document 
stored in their EDRMS, Content Manager

The FYB CM2WebShare has provided Eastern Health Authority with the following key capabilities 
and features:



Contact the
FYB O�ce

Eastern Health Authority have been an FYB Support Member since 2013. 
Early in 2017 whilst upgrading to O�ce 365 and SharePoint they were faced 
with the challenge of displaying internal documents from Content Manager 
to their website, SharePoint.
After learning about the CM2WebShare they discovered the connector was 
the perfect �t for them.

Challenges

Bene�ts

Implementation

Eastern Health Authority has a proud history of promoting and enforcing 
public health standards in Adelaide’s eastern and inner northern suburbs.
Their role covers vital public and environment health services such as 
immunisation hygiene and sanitation control, licensing and monitoring of 
Supported Residential Facilities; and inspection and regulation of food 
outlets. 
With a single focus, and highly specialised and experienced sta�, the Eastern 
Health Authority is well-equipped to deal with the increasing diversity and 
complexity of public and environmental health.

About the Organisation

The FYB CM2WebShare automates the publication of records from Micro 
Focus’ Content Manager to your website and intranet, enabling you to 
control what information is displayed and how it looks, whilst maintaining 
security of the information at all times.

The Solution

See how easy it is to publish information from Content Manager 
to your website.  Contact us today to organise a demonstration 
and subscription pricing.

Using the FYB CM2WebShare has provided Eastern Health Authority with the 
following bene�ts:

“We love the FYB 
CM2WebShare connector! 
Once it’s set up it’s so easy to 
add and remove documents”

Hayley Lambi, Administration 
O�cer, Eastern Health 
Authority

Displaying internal documents such as meeting minutes and policies on 
our website was time consuming to administer and resulted in 
duplication of information 

Out dated documents displaying on our website was causing confusion 
for our sta� 

Simpli�ed the publication of documents from Content Manager to our 
website, reducing administration work 

Provided sta� with the ability to �nd frequently used and important 
documents, quickly and easily, ensuring they were always seeing the 
latest and most up to date version 

Ensured security was maintained from Content Manager, therefore 
information is only viewed by sta� who are authorised to
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